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Abstract

In the context of the rapidly increasing commercialization of the Internet, the design of suitable pricing

models for packet-based networks becomes a necessity for offering approaches for financially-driven shar-

ing of global resources between multiple customers with varying requirements. Addressing such differenti-

ated services both from a customer and a provider point of view has lead to the Cumulus Pricing Scheme

(CPS) framework recently established. In this paper, important aspects of CPS are investigated in further

detail. Together with a number of simulation results, these investigations demonstrate that CPS is an excel-

lent example for a simple, transparent, market-managed, and feasible Internet pricing scheme that eventu-

ally extends the well-known spatial edge pricing paradigm into the time dimension also.

1 Introduction 

The variety of qualities that are required to enable different communication services like multimedia,

workflow, or teleconferencing applications has lead to introducing and developing so-called Quality-of-

Service (QoS) concepts for the Internet. As soon as guaranteed services become a necessity, the network-

ing technology has to provide mechanisms that allow for a clear decision, whether a newly arriving flow

shall be permitted to use an Internet service with higher qualities. This permission is essential, since better

QoS requires more resources from the network to be supplied and utilized for a particular flow. Based on

traditional QoS access control mechanisms, the permission will be driven by the willingness-to-pay of a

particular Internet application or an aggregated traffic stream originating in enterprises. Therefore, the

combination of up-to-date networking control technology and economic traffic management including

suitable pricing models, which allow for the calculation of charges being based on various degrees of net-

work usage, will be relevant for tomorrow’s Internet. 

The location of such economic control functions determines a crucial issue, both from the customer and the

provider point of view. In terms of space, the edge-pricing approach proposed by [5] argues for shifting all
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charging functionality towards single points, preferably at the edge between a customer and his wide area

backbone network or the edge between two different core networks, respectively. Assuming that the back-

bone network’s technology will follow the Differentiated Services Architecture (DiffServ) approach [1],

this edge will be implemented by a DiffServ border router. Distinguishing between single customers, such

as a residential customer, and enterprises, comprising of multiple users hidden behind a single financial

customer, so-called Service Level Agreements (SLA) [20] are required to define and specify services,

which are delivered from an Internet Service Provider (ISP) to customers.

Whereas edge pricing in this “spatial” sense currently dominates the still ongoing discussions about the

suitable design of usage-based pricing schemes for Internet services, temporal aspects of pricing mecha-

nisms have not experienced similar attention. In this paper it is argued that this is the reason for the fact

that a standard solution for pricing Internet services so far is not in sight, because under these premises the

major difficulty of this task depends on accounting a huge number of individual packets traveling through

the network. A number of proposals for increasing technical efficiency by reducing the amount of account-

ing data, especially by carefully choosing parameters, classes, and accounting locations have not led to sat-

isfying scalable and effective solutions. Therefore, in order to solve this “Feasibility Problem of Internet

Tariffing” (i.e. the trade-off between customers and their interest in predictable and transparent tariffs and

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) trying to achieve economic efficiency for operating the network and tech-

nical efficiency for the accounting operation), [11] has proposed a strong paradigm shift and argues that

designing an Internet pricing scheme is not a problem of dealing with complexity, but rather a question of

multi-dimensional mapping of time-scales. As an example for resulting solutions, the Cumulus Pricing

Scheme CPS has been established in [11], [16], and [18] as a newly developed framework for edge pricing

in space and time that succeeds in suitably balancing the mentioned trade-off between customer, economi-

cal, and technical efficiency. This work is extended in the present paper by detailed investigations of

important theoretical and practical aspects of CPS.

The growing interest in Internet pricing schemes is reflected in some recent survey papers, e.g., [6], [19].

One one hand, although usage-based pricing seems to impose an overhead on telecommunication systems

[8], [13], any form of usage-based pricing is important, since utilized resources (like frequencies, cables,

routers/switches, and most notable operating personnel) are rare and costly. On the other hand, since the

traditional, flat-fee Internet pricing model has been constantly critiqued for its economic draw-backs of not

being incentive-compatible [7], [13], the Cumulus Pricing Scheme [11] as investigated here appears to be

one of the few real novelties in that area. Furthermore, recent charging projects, like M3I [9], CATI [15],

and INDEX [4], investigate(d) many different technology and economics questions for the Internet case.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes basic properties of the Cumulus Pricing Scheme

(CPS). While Section 3 discusses the developed tariff function and proves its essential requirements, Sec-

tion 4 deals with assignment levels for Cumulus Points (CP), so-called CP thresholds. Implementation

aspects for CPS are presented in Section 5 and the design of a simulation environment for CPS as well as

simulation results are added in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes and draws conclusions.

2 The Cumulus Pricing Scheme CPS

The Cumulus Pricing Scheme as established in [11], [16] and [18] is characterized by compound actions on

different time-scale levels. Its basic idea consists of three steps: (a) first some flat-rate-type contract is

established between customer and ISP, based on the expected resource requirements as specified by the

customer; (b) during the lifetime of the contract, the actual resource consumption is monitored and

reported back periodically through a rough feedback mechanism (the so-called “Cumulus Points” indicat-

ing whether and to which extent the user is violating her resource requirement specification); (c) if the

aggregation of the Cumulus Points over some periods exceeds a predefined threshold, the whole contract

has to be renegotiated. Up to this point, the customer in any case pays the flat rate as agreed upon; the rene-

gotiation can be performed, e.g., as determination of some extra fee for overutilization, change of expected

requirement, and rate.

As introduced formally in [18], CPS can be expressed with two rules related to different time-scales. Sup-

pose that initially the customer has stated her expected resource requirements to be x, whereas the actual

resource consumption is described by a function V(t) of time. Let  describe the monthly over-

or underutilization, respectively, of the customer with respect to her statement x, i.e. 

(1)

where  describes the end of monitoring period i, e.g., the end of month, i = 0,1,2... (note that  describes

the start of the contract between ISP and customer).

Cumulus Points are assigned by the ISP according to the following CP Rule:

CP Rule: 

Define , , to be the CP thresholds,  and  where N

describes the maximal number of CPs that could possibly be assigned for one monitoring period. Then for

monitoring period i, the customer is assigned  cumulus points iff
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 or (2)

, (3)

the choice between (2) and (3) depending on .

Hence, if  is positive (i.e. overuse in period i) and lies between thresholds  and , then c cumulus

points are assigned. If  is negative and between thresholds  and , then c cumulus points are

assigned, where c now is a negative number, hence the cumulus points are referred to as “green” ones,

whereas for positive c the cumulus points are “red”.

Now the cumulus points  are accumulated over time according to

, (4)

hence,  describes the total sum of cumulus points assigned since the start of the contract.

The reaction to CP accumulation is the content of a second rule, the so-called “Reaction Rule”:

Reaction Rule: 

Define  to be the reaction threshold. Then the contract between customer and ISP is in the state of imbal-

ance and needs to be renegotiated after period n if

. (5)

Depending on , there may as well be two different thresholds  and  for red and green CPs,

respectively. For further details about the renegotiation as well as the other degrees of freedom within this

scheme, please refer to [11] and [12]. 

The remainder of this paper deals with specific theoretical and practical considerations of CPS as well as a

possible implementation of this pricing scheme. For that reason, the term price will be applied for a num-

ber and unit currency defined for a particular resource, such as bandwidth, volume, or time. A tariff defines

a function, which applies prices in a combined fashion for a given customer and service. 

3 The Tariff Function  

The starting point of CPS consists of an initial contract between service provider and customer, e.g., in the

form of an SLA (Service Level Agreement). During this negotiation, the customer has to state her expected

resource requirements , and the provider offers a flat rate  for this request. Figure 1 shows a sketch

of the general shape of  and the resulting increase of total charge from, e.g., bandwidth  to .
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Moreover, if the customer exceeds her expected requirements, the same function  is supposed to be

used while determining eventual extra fees the customer has to pay1. Therefore, the derivation of  is

of central importance. 

Generally, any QoS parameter or combination of QoS parameters may be the subject of the SLA and sub-

sequently requesting a tariff function of its own. To simplify considerations, for the time being we restrict

ourselves to the case of one-dimensional QoS parameters that are time-independent (e.g., bandwidth, vol-

ume); the extension towards time-dependent parameters (delay, jitter etc.) as well as the investigation of

multidimensional QoS vectors is subject of further work2.

Assume the customer’s expected resource consumption to be , whereas her measured requirement

equals . Assume for instance that we focus on bandwidth pricing. Then let  be the price per

bandwidth unit if bandwidth  is agreed upon, and define 

 (6)

to be the total charge for this bandwidth. Note that in general there is always a function  describing the

total charge for using resources ; in our bandwidth example this function equals the product of size of

resource consumption and price per resource unit. 

If the measured customer requirements differ from the expected ones by

, (7)

1. It is intended to process SLAs automatically, therefore, it is of interest to keep the number of parameters low. 
To this end, it is aims at deriving a suitable class of candidate functions among which one or two parameters 
are sufficient to characterize the tariff unanimously. Moreover, using the same tariff function for calculating 
extra fees further simplifies the processing of SLAs.

2. The distinction between time-independent and time-dependent QoS parameters is necessary as there is a 
direct influence on the c-function introduced in (6): in the case of bandwidth or volume, m as the total charge 
is obviously of the form “ “, whereas for parameters like delay or jitter 
the form of c is not clear immediately.
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Figure 1: The Tariff Function  (Left) and the Resulting Total Charge  (Right) 
According to (6) as a Function of Bandwidth Consumption.
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then, after accumulating a sufficient number of red Cumulus Points, the customer (in order to extinguish

her red CPs) may be charged an extra fee. Obviously, this extra fee should be based on her additional

requirement  and hence on  for the period during which CPs have been accumulated. In order to

provide correct economic incentives, the compound charge  has to exceed the charge 

for the correct statement, where the difference serves as “penalty function” : 

 . (8)

Then we have following requirements for the tariff function:

0.  is a positive function that is monotonically decreasing, due to the usual provision of discount

for increasing size of goods sold. 

1.  is a monotonically increasing function, i.e. higher total bandwidth consumption

yields higher total charge (see Figure 1 for the relationship between  and );

2.  if , and  if , i.e. the customer is to be punished if expected

and measured requirements do not coincide, whereas stating the resource consumption correctly mini-

mizes the resulting absolute value of the penalty function;

3.  is monotonically decreasing in , i.e. the larger the deviation from the

expected requirement , the larger the absolute value of the penalty function;

4.  for , i.e. a scaling property for increasing band-

width: for high bandwidth, a similar relative estimation error yields a penalty being higher than for low

bandwidths (because the absolute deviation is larger), but the penalty per unit of deviation is not larger

than for lower bandwidth (i.e. the penalty does not grow more than linearly with the scaling factor). 

Whereas requirements 0. – 3. are somehow straightforward, requirement 4 needs some additional com-

ment. For getting a better intuition, assume, e.g.,  to be the penalty function for estimating

the expected resource requirements wrongly by %. Making the same relative error for the case of a

much larger size of expected resource requirement,  say, should not result in a penalty value that is

more than 100 times as high as the original one, hence , oth-

erwise splitting up the requirement into smaller pieces could bring an advantage. On the other hand, the

penalty value should certainly be higher than for the original case, simply because the absolute size of

deviation is 100 times as high as in the first case. 
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In fact, there is a strong argument for the idea that the scaling should obey a square-root law, i.e.

: Assume a source that requires a mean of  and whose “uncertainty” is

characterized by a standard deviation of . According to standard probability theory, multiplexing N

independent such sources yields one aggregated source with mean  and standard deviation .

Now, if we assume that the penalty  should be proportional to the relative error of the estima-

tion w.r.t. the standard deviation, i.e. , then applying twice this relation yields 

 . (9)

Investigating different candidates for  like , , ,  as per-

formed in [12] shows that the class of possible candidates must have the form , . Hav-

ing requirement 4 in mind, we propose therefore finally the following form of the tariff function:

. (10)

In this case, . 

Proposition 1:  fulfills requirements 0. – 4.

Proof:

 is strictly antitonic and always positive, moreover requirement 1 results from . 

Now let . As  if , , i.e. 

and hence . Therefore, requirement 2 is fulfilled.

Deriving  with respect to  yields

. As , we have , hence  and there-

fore, , thus validating requirement 3.
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Finally,  is consistent

to requirement 4.  

Note that the same proof applies if the tariff function is scaled by an arbitrary positive factor , i.e. 

. (11)

In this case, we have to substitute  and  according to  and

, but this linear scaling does not concern the

validity of the proof. Therefore,  provides an additional degree of freedom.

4 Distance between Thresholds for the CP Rule

According to the formal description as presented in Section 2, Cumulus Points are assigned in close con-

nection with violating certain thresholds that have to fulfill the following requirements:

1. Use only a small number of thresholds either way (i.e. no more than 3 – 5).

2. Small oscillating deviations should not result in unnecessary CP assignments (hysteresis effect).

3. Choose the thresholds such that the CPs are more or less independent of the measurement method

applied (i.e. the CP difference for using different measurement methods must not exceed 1).

For the following considerations, assume that V(t) can be described by a stochastic process which is in

equilibrium1, fluctuating around mean  with (unknown) standard deviation . Any measurement per-

formed on the resource then aims at estimating  for deciding which thresholds are exceeded by .

Estimating  with unknown  from a normally distributed process is the one of the basic problems of the

so-called statistical confidence estimation [2]. 

Assume , n = 1, ..., N, to be sample values for V(t) and  and  to

be the well-known standard estimators for mean and variance. The solution of the confidence estimation

problem is based on the fact that  suffices a Student-t distribution with  degrees of

freedom. Without going too much into detail, this means the following:

1. Note that this assumption may certainly be subject to discussion, especially with respect to all the recent work 
on self-similar traffic in the Internet. Nevertheless, the steady-state case may serve as a feasible starting point.
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With  describing the confidence level of the estimation, the estimation procedure yields a confidence

interval , i.e.  lies within this interval with probability . Now, having chosen , there

are tables (e.g., [2] on page 22) that allow to determine a number  such that the interval

 (12)

with  (13)

is a confidence estimation of  for confidence level .

This rationale is summarized in the following proposition:

Proposition 2: Under steady-state assumptions, requirement 3 is fulfilled if every two neighboring thresh-

olds have at least distance  as described by (13).

Hence, we can devise at least a minimal distance between each two thresholds. This is especially interest-

ing, because the Student-t distribution possesses an asymptotic limit, i.e. for sample sizes larger than 30

 does no longer vary essentially. This asymptotic case corresponds to observing continuously the

process V(t). 

Moreover, proposition 2 solves also the issue of requirement 2: If the distance between  and  is

larger than , then there is no danger for getting an estimation of  that exceeds either threshold,

hence in this case there won’t be assigned any CPs. 

Note, these results always depend on the confidence level , i.e. are only able to provide statistical

guarantees. Certainly, assuming steady-state conditions is another limiting constraint, but proposition 2

allows at least some statement about minimal distances between suitable thresholds. Their number as well

as their relative sizes are still open issues and subject to further work, but there is a good chance to derive

useful answers to these questions from a simulative evaluation of (13), where traffic sampling allows eas-

ily to calculate  and  in order to derive . 

5 Implementation Aspects

CPS as described and investigated so far basically is a framework that can be realized in various ways.

This section presents ideas about a possible implementation as currently undertaken within the M3I project

[9] and includes the investigation of expected customer behavior during an initial “Probe Phase” before

starting the actual charging scheme and the derivation of thresholds using the results of this Probe Phase.
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5.1  The Probe Phase (PP)

As already stated above, CPS requires an initial contract (e.g. in the form of an SLA) between service pro-

vider and customer that contains the customer’s expected traffic characteristics. Due to certain legal issues,

especially the question of non-repudiation, it appears to be necessary that the customer is involved in the

process of parameter determination. According to the original CPS proposal [11], it is in fact the customer

alone who is responsible for finding out his expected traffic characteristics, but obviously she might need

help in doing so. One possible approach (for others see [12]) consists of allowing the customer to use the

network for a short “Probe Phase” where she pays a rather low flat rate (or gets refund if her usage is very

small), during which the ISP (and maybe the customer too) performs detailed measurements, which after-

wards are confirmed by the customer and are used to determine parameters on which the initial contract is

based. Generally there are two possibilities: (1) outsourcing this problem to a third party or to a special tool

offered to the customer by the ISP, but running under the responsibility of the customer, or (2) measure-

ments performed by the ISP with results accessible to the customer in order to allow her deriving a state-

ment of expected resource requirements for the initial contract (in this way, the ISP has an influence on the

reliability of the traffic expectation, but the last responsibility is still with the customer). In any case, a

detailed statistical evaluation on the current user behavior should be performed, determining at least mean

 and standard deviation  of current resource requirements in order to estimate expected requirements

and thus provide basic parameters for the initial contract in a way both customers and providers can trust.

5.2 Choosing Thresholds for the CP Rule

In Section 4, we have presented some considerations concerning the distance between the thresholds in

order to make the CP assignment procedure widely independent on the measurement method used by the

ISP. This is apparently only a partial answer to the question about how to determine these thresholds in

practice. The choices here include, e.g.,

• the number of thresholds – we have already discussed that it is reasonable to choose a relatively low

number of CPs that can be awarded for one time unit (e.g., 3 to maximally 5 CPs per direction);

• absolute vs. relative thresholds, i.e. the thresholds may have either the form  or

 (e.g., of );

• linear vs. non-linear thresholds, i.e. should the distances between the neighboring thresholds (either

relative or absolute) be equal or not;

• thresholds depending on additional parameters vs. independent thresholds – e.g., one could imagine to

include the standard deviation  into the process of calculating thresholds.

ξ σ

θn 5 [MByte/s]=

θn 110%= ξ

σ
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As CPS generally provides each customer with very individual contracts (i.e. SLAs), this provides the pos-

sibility to adjust thresholds exactly to the specific customer needs. In this sense, relative thresholds provide

a transparent way of adapting the thresholds in case of changing requirements. If the first threshold bites,

e.g., if the actual traffic deviates by more than 10% from the expected value, this may be left valid even if

the statement of expected resource requirements has to be changed. On the other hand, the de facto value of

the relative threshold probably should consider the individual situation of the customer. Therefore, our cur-

rent simulation scenario opts for including the standard deviation  into the threshold determination. 

Assume once again that the actual resource consumption may be viewed as a steady-state stochastic pro-

cess. The main aim of assigning CPs consists of indicating whether the statement about expected resource

consumption (still) is valid. A simple heuristic could work as follows: If  and  are reasonable estima-

tions for mean and standard deviation, and if the mentioned stochastic process is reasonably close to nor-

mal distribution (which is a standard assumption for our case), then according to standard probability

theory approximately 68.3% of the samples should be contained within the interval , approx-

imately 95.4% within  etc. Hence, if the sample measurement is “too often” outside

, this is an indication that maybe stating mean  is no longer valid. If the samples are outside

 or even , this indication is even stronger. This suggests in a straightfor-

ward generalization to use relative thresholds of the form

(14)

i.e. one CP is awarded as soon as the measurement differs from  by more than , two CPs are

awarded if the deviation is larger than  etc. Setting  yields linear thresholds with properties as

described above. One proposal for non-linear thresholds might be , ,  and

maybe , where the numbers are chosen in a way that assuming normal distribution one sample

out of ten can be expected to exceed regularly the first threshold, one out of 100 the second one, one out of

1000 the third one etc., thus supporting the early warning feature of CPS. As an additional feature, both

these approaches limit inherently the number of thresholds to be about 3 or 4 in each direction. 

6 The Simulation Tool CPSim

In order to investigate CPS not only theoretically, e.g., by the mathematical proofs of important character-

istics as described in earlier sections of this paper, also a simulation model has been designed. It will serve

two different purposes: (1) investigating CPS with respect to its general characteristics and (2) determining

σ

ξ σ

ξ σ– ξ σ+[ , ]

ξ 2σ– ξ 2σ+[ , ]

ξ σ– ξ σ+[ , ] ξ

ξ 2σ– ξ 2σ+[ , ] ξ 3σ– ξ 3σ+[ , ]

θ n± 1 γn
σ
ξ
---⋅±=

ξ γ1 σ⋅

γ2 σ⋅ γn n=

γ1 1,3= γ2 2,4= γ3 3,1=

γ4 3,7=
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suitable quantitative numbers for its parametrization, e.g., for the threshold levels. For that reason, two dif-

ferent forms of data are generated and processed, respectively: (1) Random traffic is generated by applying

the generalized TES traffic model as introduced in [10], and (2) real traffic is obtained from an Internet

router. Therefore, the simulation model CPSim acts as an evaluation and management tool for Internet traf-

fic. It consists of the following three modules as depicted in Figure 2(a): (1) The Traffic Data Recording

module (TDR) unit preprocesses router data, e.g., obtaining a list of volume-based usage data in terms of

transferred bytes. (2) The Data Integration and Analyzing module (DIA) implements all CPS rules and

functions. While the latter one can be executed with any type of volume-based data, the former one needs

access to an existing router. (3) Finally, the user interface (UI), as shown in Figure 2(b), acts as an interface

for configuring thresholds, obtaining characteristics and statistics of red and green CP assignments. 

In the UI, four graphs display traffic data on different time scales (minutes, hours, days and months). Four

command buttons on the panel allow to manipulate the simulation model, whereas customer bandwidth

and thresholds are controlled via respective sliders. For a simulation these parameters can be set either

manually or automatically. Characteristics of customers will be computed during the simulation. These

results, mean value and standard deviation of customer’s data over one month, will be displayed in the

respective data fields as well as the numbers of red and green CPs; if the latter ones exceed certain limits,

additionally text messages may appear. The system timer inside the simulation model controls the integra-

tion length according to a calendar. For online data processing, the current date and time are displayed on

two string indicators. Figure 2(b) shows as well the graphical representation of a simulation run for one

year. The CP state over the year is depicted as a histogram using different colors: dark indicates the usage

of bandwidth according to the initial traffic specification, grey indicates that the customer has used less

traffic, whereas darkgrey represents an overutilization per month. Therefore, for this year 3 green and 3 red

CPs have been assigned, and the traffic showed a mean value of 65.35 kbit/s as well as deviation of 12.94. 

Figure 2:  (a) CPSim Tool Architecture and (b) User Interface of CPSim including an Example Result

Traffic Data Recording

Data Integration & Analyzing

IP Router

CPSim Interface
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CPSim has been used to perform an exhaustive simulative evaluation of major CPS aspects. The following

results are based on real network data traffic over 240 working days, i.e. one entire year, and the following

class of measurement methods: For various granularities (ranging from 2 minutes to 12 hours), the current

bandwidth consumption is determined once per granularity interval, e.g., once within each 2 min interval at

a randomly chosen instant. It is assumed that the customer has delivered a correct initial specification (i.e.

mean  and standard deviation ) of the expected traffic, and threshold levels have been chosen to be

, , and . For this scenario, Figure 3 (left) depicts the influence of measurement granularity.

From this and similar results it can be concluded that CPS is very stable for granularities up to 2–3 hours

(corresponding to at least 8–12 suitably distributed measurements per day), whereas for rougher granulari-

ties the outcome is less predictable. Figure 3 (right) investigates the situation, where the customer specifi-

cation is underestimating the real requirements by about 10%. In this case, the reaction of CPS on all

granularity levels is rather consistent, and in every case, a suitable reaction threshold level, e.g., 5 CPs, is

reached at least after 3–5 months of continuously exceeding the specified requirements. 

7 Summary and Conclusions

The Cumulus Pricing Scheme (CPS) provides a flexible design framework for a flat-fee, transparent, pre-

dictable, and multi-provider-capable pricing scheme, which may be implemented in different ways.

Depending on a monthly over- or underutilization of an initial estimation, red or green Cumulus Points

(CP) are assigned to customers, where this assignment is based on threshold levels. As it has been shown,

the tariff function offering a flat-fee varies over time according to resource usage, more specifically, incre-

mental usage changes. However, it ensures that later adjustments of traffic characteristics, basically not

meeting the initial estimation, will end up in paying a higher price for this communication service. 

µ σ

1,3σ 2,4σ 3,1σ

Figure 3: Cumulus Points for Different Measurement Methods with Varying Granularities
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Due to the definition of thresholds for these CP assignments, it becomes possible to use only a small num-

ber of thresholds for red and green CPs, in the range of about 3-5 levels. Built-in hysteresis effects prevent

small oscillating deviations, resulting in unnecessary awards of CPs. Finally, the selection of these thresh-

olds assigns CPs that are widely independent of the technical measurement method applied. 

The initial estimation of traffic characteristics forms the basis for CPS and allows for an economically and

technically efficient approach. In addition, the flat-fee approach and the possibility for contract renegotia-

tion (restricted to a longer time-scale) provides the desired degree of price stability and predictability for

customers. The Probe Phase has been proposed as one feasible mechanism to obtain a specification of the

expected traffic that allows setting up and renegotiating the contract between provider and customer. Note

that it is this temporal restriction of tariff and contract changes to specific points in time which eventually

provides the temporal analog to the (originally spatial) edge pricing paradigm, which itself is fulfilled by

CPS in a straightforward manner. 

Future work includes the follow-on development of the CPSim tool as well as a set of simulations, based

on additional real data measurements of LAN-WAN access routers. This will enable a calibration of addi-

tional CPS parameters, such as exact values for CP thresholds based on the mean and standard deviations,

for a given networking environment. In addition, user reaction will be studied in a practical environment,

mainly within the M3I project context, by implementing a CPS scenario based on a developed Internet

Charging System.
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